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PASTOR’S PEN  
I think we as a nation are suffering through what I am labeling the Trump effect.  I am sure I am not the originator of 
the phrase but let me share how I am using it.  I think the nation was still struggling with the wounds of its sin of 
mistreating people, often because of their race and gender. I want to believe that there were intentional efforts in 
some parts of the nation to correct the wrongs that have been done (and were still being done).  There are others who 
did what was right not because they wanted to or liked it, but because it was the law and consequences.  And then 
there were those who not only didn’t care and didn’t respect the godly worth of everyone, but didn’t care about the 
laws pertaining to how humans being should be treated as well. 
 
When Donald Trump ran, and was elected president, the wounds that needed to heal became grossly infected and we 
see too many aspects of society spiraling downward with no certainty as to where rock bottom would be. He opened 
the gates of hell, loosing and giving license to those who either covertly or overtly have little regard for people who 
are different than themselves.  
 
We see it clearly in the political arena, which never was pristine, but still had the potential for civility and decorum.  
Now, too many politicians revel in disparaging people they are called to serve.  In many places across the nation 
laws have been recently created to disenfranchise persons of their voting rights.  We see the political shenanigans 
here in the state of Tennessee, where we have the highest per capita COVID infection rate, and the governor still 
refuses to change course that could potentially help to reduce the infection rate, and ultimately, save human lives.  
This is the Trump effect. 
 
It is the Trump effect in the faith community.  It still boggles my mind that the so many who identify themselves as 
evangelicals and other Christians who still bow down to the throne of Trump. They have become tone deaf to the 
true teachings of Jesus of love, justice and mercy. Trump figured out how to play the tune to some of their ultra-
conservative positions, and thus causing them to look the other ways when things are done that are indefensible in 
the view of the Bible and faith teachings. 
 
And just look in other aspects of society.  We have lost civility.  We see people literally fighting on airplanes, in 
stores and other public places.  They have become too comfortable (and proud) verbalizing ill thoughts and spewing 
hatred.  It is a race to the bottom. I am not foolish enough to believe that this has all just started.  But I do believe 
that Trump made others feel that it was okay to say whatever you want to say about anyone at any time.  We would 
have thought that now that he has no official status that things would settle down.  It is painful to witness and 
challenges our faith. 
 
Interestingly enough, we already have the answer to this.  The Apostle Paul wrote in 2 Corinthians 5:17 that we must 
be a new creation.  Retrofitting the old does not work because that just recycles what got us to where we are in the 
first place.  We must become a new creation in Christ. We have to sacrifice the old at the altar of God.  Start fresh 
with a new commitment to Christ.  Learn life new through Christ. See the world anew through the eyes of Christ. 
And respond in the way Christ would respond based on new revelations from the teachings we daily learn from 
Christ.  It would be our prayer that others will see what Christians truly look like (John 13:35) and choose to go and 
do likewise (Luke 10:37).  Lord have mercy on us. 
 
Kelly M. Smith Jr., Pastor 
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How did you feel when Pastor Smith intentionally 
started moving us from membership to discipleship?   
 
Initially, I didn’t understand what this meant. But, as 
Pastor Smith preached and taught about the meaning 
of discipleship, I knew that I would be thinking and 
doing things differently, albeit in a good way! 
 
How have you grown as a disciple since we have 
made this shift? 
 
It took baby steps for me. I’ve had to move out of my 
‘comfort zone’ of just being present for church 
services. I started to grow as a disciple by first 
becoming a participant in service, both inside and 
outside the walls of First Baptist.  That means I had 
to do something and get involved; however small a 
service might be. I think my individual service in 
helping our neighbors in the community has helped 
me mature the most. Being a disciple now means 
doing or helping others in some way because I want 
to help and not because I was told I should help.  
 
What are some spiritual practices that you enjoy? 
 
I really enjoy participating on our prayer calls during the 
week. Listening to the testimonies of others gives me a 
great sense of what it means to be firm and unwavering 
in our faith. I also write (just for myself) a ‘sermon 
digest’ for every Sunday, although I am devoted to write 
just one digest each month for The Torch. This takes 
some research, reading Biblical commentaries and 
‘intentional’ thought as to the full meaning of each 
preached message.  This type of spiritual practice is very 
helpful in understanding the scriptural text background 
and gaining a more in-depth realization of the lessons in 
each scripture.  
 
 

DISCIPLESHIP MOMENT 
 

Meet Disciple Kathy Harrell 

 
 
 

“And this is my prayer: that your love may abound more and more in knowledge and depth of insight…” 
~Philippians 1:9 

 
Submitted by Rev. Joe Ella Darby, Assistant to the Pastor for Discipleship 

  
How would you encourage others in their 
discipleship journey? 
 
I would encourage others to first start by changing 
their thinking and then by doing whatever works best 
for them in acknowledging the change. Get involved 
and ‘do’ something. Join in on one of the prayer calls, 
regularly attend Bible study, read and study the 
sermon digests in our monthly Torch, help to prepare 
our Share Packs, serve on the First Baptist team at the 
Nashville Rescue Mission are good ways to grow in 
discipleship. Whatever someone may choose to be 
involved in, I think it should be inclusive of helping 
others in some way.  
 
Sometimes, just sharing your testimony can  help 
someone make it through another day. I think others 
on this journey will discover that the blessings they 
cheerfully share with others is great, but the greater 
good is the blessings they will receive from those they 
help. Whether you know the person or not, just 
helping someone gives a certain kind of peace that 
you must experience for yourself!   
 
What is your favorite scripture? 
 
Romans 8:38-39 (NLT). This is my ‘go to’ scripture 
in all circumstances. During my most challenging 
times of my journey, this passage reminds me that no 
matter what, I absolutely cannot be separated from 
God’s love and there is nothing I can do about it! The  
Pastor takes care to really teach us the messages in 
scripture, not just to read the scriptures.  This is very 
encouraging as I learn how scriptures can help me in 
any situation. It doesn’t mean that my problems will 
immediately go away; it means that I will be 
comforted no matter what I may have to endure.   
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MISSION AT YOUR STEP 
 

"Men of Galilee, why do you stand here looking into the sky? This same Jesus,  
who has been taken from you into heaven, will come back the same way” Acts 1:11 NIV 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Submitted by Rev. Dr. Arrold N. Martin,  Assistant to the Pastor  
 
FBCCH Partners with Nashville Rescue Mission 
 
The Nashville Rescue Mission launched its Summer of Hope Campaign for the summer of 2021 with the goal of 
raising $329,000. Through your contributions we are taking an active step in helping the mission reach this goal. 
This summer the Mission will be focused on two key elements: emergency assistance to neighbors in crisis and 
longer-term restorative services.  
 
The Mission serves more than 1,200 meals a day. A meal is often the first point of contact with someone in 
need and can open the door to healing faith and new life. 
 
Many who sit at the Mission’s tables also need a safe shelter. A clean bed and relief from the summer heat, can 
prompt them to find ways to get off of the streets for good. 
 
Hot showers and the personal care supplies you provide helps our guest maintain their dignity. 
 
Guest are invited to participate in daily chapel services and chaplains provide counseling and prayer. 
 
Life recovery programs provide the tools to overcome homelessness or other addictions and build a solid 
foundation for success in life. 
 
Our gift will share HELP in the midst of crisis, STABILITY in the midst of chaos, and HOPE in the midst of 
uncertainty.  
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SEPTEMBER HIGHLIGHTS 
We are delighted to now have weekly in-person Sunday Morning Worship Service in our 
sanctuary! We ask that you wear masks and practice social distancing while in the building. We 
will continue to offer our online worship experience as well for those who prefer that option. 
Either way, we look forward to you joining us!! 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Save the Date: October 3, 2021! 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
                   *LOYALTY DAY   *HOMECOMING   *REDEDICATION   *PICNIC  
 

Deacons of the Week for September 2021 
 

Week of Deacon Phone# 
5th      Martin Currie (615) 832-9662 

12th      Brian Wood (615) 259-0623 

19th   Beverly Brown (615) 391-3737 

26th      Ernest Dismuke  (615) 876-3522 
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               SEPTEMBER  
 

      1   Cheryl Johnson 
      2   Elijah Daughtdrill 
      4   Jill Jones 
      6   Ronald McFarland, Jr. 
           Michelle McGriff 
      7   Miles Slay 
      8   Clarence Christian, Jr. 
           Henry Foster 
      9   Katelyn Johnson 
    10   Dion Treece 
          Gloria Whitley 
    12  Jonathan Richardson 
    13  Allen Johnson 
    15  Joe Ella Darby 
    16  Christopher Johnson 
          Donna Rice 
     17  Naomi Griffin 
          Treva Wade 
    18  Kynadi Greene 
    19  Beverly Brown 
     22  Kimberly Covington 
     23  Warren Robertson 
     25  Florence Kidd 
         Carmelita Perry 
     28  Carlotta Boone 
     29  Ivanetta Samuels 
 
  
 
 

                   OCTOBER 
 

    1    Rose Busby 
          Zelma Ewing 
          Mercedes M. Faulcon 
          Mia Washington 
   2    Sondra Anderson Dade 
   3    Imani Chatman 
   4    Carmen Howse 
         Aisha Westbrook 
   5    Ga’Niesha Rowe 
         Celeste Williams 
   7    Mackenzie Wood 
   12  Rosa Gayles 
   13  Florence Crawford 
   15  Nicole Alexander 
         Joshua Ivory 
         Chandra Pleas 
   17  Sheila Anderson 
         Sean-Michael Coleman 
         Vernell Neely 
   18  Gabriel Faulcon 
         Brian Wood 
   22  Darryl Doughty 
         Ariana Washington 
   23  Jeremiah Kirk 
   24   Arrmani Beasley 
          Arrmari Beasley 
   25   Ty’Ki Beasley 
          Ty’Kia Beasley 
  27    Una Fenderson 
  28    Ebony McCall 
         Theresa Washington 
  29    Henry Caudle 
          Felecia Johnson 
          Vincent C. Johnson 
  30    Martin Currie 
  31    Kyra Hayes 
 
      
 
 

Prayer Request/Sick & Shut-in List 
In order to keep our prayer list current, please let the church office know if you (or someone you know) 
have changed address or if someone should be added to or removed from the prayer list. 

 Deacon Richard Dinkins 
Sis. Jan Jones Carter 
Sis. Rosa Mimms 
Major Alicia R. Bodie 
 
Sis. Elizabeth Backus 
Wesley Common 
1110 Marshall Road #6220 
Greenwood, SC 29646 
 
 
 
 
 

Bro. Derrick McDaniel 
Good Samaritan Health & Rehab 
500 Hickory Hollow Terrace 
Antioch, TN 37013 
 
Sis. Rose McDonald 
111 N. Carolina Ave. #204 
Lexington, NC  27292 
 
 
 

Sis. Maggie Roper 
Green Hills Health & 
Rehab 
3939 Hillsboro Circle 
Nashville, TN 37215 
 
Sis. Leslie Williams 
2929 Old Franklin Rd 
Nashville, TN 37013 
 

BIRTHDAYS 
               NOVEMBER 

 

1   Jamal Buchanan 
2    Kevin Copeland 
3    Kamryn Cruson 
      Kamyn Cruson 
      Asalean Springfield 
5    Terry Deas 
7    Luke Molette 
8    Jesse Carter 
9    Evelyn Okediji 
10  Robert Boone 
      Jeffrey Saintil 
11  Alice Risby 
15  Lois Suttles 
16  Clara Elam 
      Learotha Williams 
17  Dawann Westbrook 
18  Jasmine Easley 
19  William (Bill) McDaniel 
      Christina Slay 
20  Aaron Powell, Jr. 
      Spencer Washington, II 
      Rita Williams-Seay 
21  Titus J. Wootson 
22  Carol Boone 
      Adrienne Fancher 
      Howard Smith, Jr. 
23  Skyler Washington 
25  Jan M. Carter 
      Melody Neely 
      Allison Wootson 
27  Dorothy Fort 
30  Fanchetter D. Ennix 
         
 



 6 Christian Education 
September 2021 Readings and Sunday School Lessons 
          DAY                        TOPIC                   SCRIPTURE 

       Moses and Miriam Praise God  
Wednesday, September 1st      “Victory by the Sea’ Exodus 14:21-31 
Thursday, September 2nd      “Blessed Be God, Our Savior” Luke 1:67-75 
Friday, September 3rd      “Victory in Jesus” 1 Corinthians 15:51-58 
Saturday, September 4th      “Moses Sings of God’s Triumph” Exodus 15:1-10 
Sunday, September 5th      “Moses and Miriam Praise God”  
Adult: Celebrating with Song  Youth: Celebrate Deliverance! Children: Sing Praises! 
       David Dances before the Ark  
Monday, September 6th              “David Prepares to Transport the Ark” 2 Samuel 6:1-5 
Tuesday,  September 7th               “The Holiness of the Sanctuary” Hebrews 9:1-7 
Wednesday, September 8th            “Uzzah Disregards the Arks Holiness” 2 Samuel 6:6-11 
Thursday, September 9th          “The House of the Lord!” Psalm 122 
Friday, September 10th           “Go to God’s Dwelling Place” Psalm 132:1-12 
Saturday, September 11th            “The Ark in the Heavenly Temple” Revelation 11:1-19 
Sunday,  September 12th         “David Dances before the Ark” 2 Samuel 6:12-19 
Adult: Celebrating with 

Enthusiasm  Youth: Celebrate with Enthusiasm Children: Dancing for Joy     

           Glorifying God  
Monday, September 13th          “Blind Eyes Shall Be Opened” Isaiah 35:1-6 
Tuesday, September 14th           “Declare God’s Glory among the Nations” Psalm 96 
Wednesday, September 15th           “Glory to God’s Name Alone” Psalm 115:1-3, 9-18 
Thursday, September 16th      “Only God Is Good” Mark 10:17-22 
Friday, September 17th            “Greatness through Servanthood” Mark 10:42-45 
Saturday, September 18th             “Praise the Lord, O My Soul!” Psalm 146 
Sunday, September 19th       “Praise God for Healing” Mark 10:46-52 
Adult: Celebrating Expectantly Youth: Celebrate Expectantly                      Children: Courage and Change   
             Believers Praise God  
Monday, September 20th             “A Priestly Kingdom, a Holy Nation” Exodus 19:1-8 
Tuesday, September 21st           “Worship God Alone” Exodus 20:1-6 
Wednesday, September 22nd      “When Kindred Live in Unity” Psalm 133-134 
Thursday, September 24th              “Praise in the Heavenly Community” Revelation 4 
Friday, September 24th           “The Day of Pentecost” Acts 2:1-12 
Saturday, September 25th           “Jesus is Lord and Messiah” Acts 2:22-36 
Sunday, September 26th         “A Community of Praise” Acts 2:37-47 
Adult: Celebrating in Unity Youth: Celebrate in Unity Children: Celebrating Together 
             Make a Joyful Noise  
Monday, September 27th             “Praise the Rock of Our Salvation” I Corinthians 15:16-23 
Tuesday, September 28th            “Stone Shout Our!” Luke 19:28, 36-40 
Wednesday, September 29th       “Indescribable and Glorious Joy” 1 Peter 1:3-9 
Thursday, September 30th       “Sing to God a New Song” Psalm 98 
             Hope Eternal  
Friday, October 1st     “A Continuous Sacrifice of Praise” Hebrews 13:12-16 
Saturday, October 2nd     “Rejoice in God’s Mighty Rule” Psalm 66:1-7 
Sunday, October 3rd     “Enter God’s Courts with Praise” Psalm 100 
Adult: Be Confident  Youth: Always Confident Children: A Forever Promise 
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                                             ”Yes!” 
                 (8th  and final in series of One Word Testimonies) 
    July                           Pastor Kelly Miller Smith, Jr. 
      25                                 2 Corinthians 1:18-22 

   Submitted by: Beverly M. Brown 
 
Pastor Smith reminded those present and viewing virtually 
that yes is a word of affirmation and not one of uncertainty 
or skepticism. God gives humankind an option as to how 
they respond to their faith. The hope is that it will be one 
of “yes”.  

 
Sermon Points 

 
Point 1-Yes! means one is committed to Christ.  
God gave us Jesus Christ as a fulfillment of yes to those 
that have faith in Him. The question was asked ‘If 
someone one was looking at your life, would there be 
enough evidence to say that one is living a yes life of faith 
in God/Christ Jesus?’ Again, is the evidence present 
because love is difficult at times based upon interactions 
with others who profess to be a Christian. Moreover, love 
is and can be a deal breaker in an individual’s life. 
 
Point 2-Yes! means we are committed to get it right.  
A person may be seen as not having integrity when he or 
she does not do as they may have hoped to; because plans 
and situations change, and this may contribute to a human 
being having to do differently from what was projected. 
God gives instruction; but life sometimes means a plan 
must change and flexibility may be required of all parties 
involved. However, no matter how tough life becomes, 
one has to lift oneself up and do the right thing; even, when 
it may not be popular. God is to receive the glory when a 
yes decision turns out 
better than projected. 
 
Point 3-Yes! means one is committed to yes being your 
final answer. Yes to Christ is essential, even when it is 
difficult. Yes may mean to make it happen whether in 
church life, personally, or professionally. Are you willing 
to say yes to God/Christ Jesus, even when it becomes 
difficult?  Yes, to God/Christ; no matter what, I am going 
to say yes to Him. A final question is how are you going 
to say yes to God/Christ Jesus in life and living? 
 
Amen, Amen, & Amen 
 
 
 
 

 

August 
           1 

“Being in a Pinch” 
Rev. Dr. Elliott Cuff 

Luke 15:14-15 
   Submitted by: Deborah Luter 

 
 

Rev. Cuff used a scripture from the book of Luke  to tell the 
familiar parable of the prodigal son.  
 
The Pharisees and scribes were questioning why Jesus 
would interact with tax collectors and sinners. Jesus 
explained in a parable, a story to illustrate a point. There 
was a man who had two sons, and the younger one asked 
for his portion of the inheritance and left. He squandered 
his possessions and ultimately had to get a job feeding pigs, 
the lowest job of humanity . 
 
There was famine and severe drought in the land, and 
everyone was in a pinch to survive. This younger son did 
not have any “pre pinch” training. This famine made him 
come to his senses and he decided to return home.  This is 
a story that keeps repeating itself over many generations. 
When we don’t pay attention to our surroundings, we will 
get lost. Even during this global pandemic, we are now in a 
pinch. There is a spiritual drought because our souls have 
been yearning for a fresh spiritual rain. 
 
God is always available to use to get out of a pinch . 
 
Point 1-Change  
Being in a pinch can help you change how you see 
God’s love for you. Sometimes your problems become 
the best set of eyeglasses so you can see how much God 
loves you. 
 
Point 2- Claim 
You can still make claim on any of God’s promises. 
This father’s promise was for both sons. If only the 
younger one had lived his life like his father loved him. 
But Jesus ultimately allowed the son to remember what 
he had left at home and allowed him to return. 
 
 
Point 3- Crane  
Jesus is your divine crane Calvary and can lift you out 
of any situation. At Calvary, Jesus showed He is God 
Eternal. When it looked like for a while (3 days and 3 
nights) that Jesus was in a pinch, the promise of God 
remains. He loves you and you cannot change it. 
 
 

MINISTRY OF STEWARDSHIP MANAGEMENT 
Sermon Digests 
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“The Impact of Storms” 
Dr. Latisha Reeves Henry 

Matthew 14:22-33 
 Submitted by: Kathy Harrell 

 
 

Dr. Henry’s backdrop for today’s message was the familiar 
parable of Jesus and the disciples’ fear (particularly Peter) 
as a billowing storm approached their boat while they were 
sailing to the other side. The disciples felt that they were in 
quite a predicament since they were only in the boat as 
Jesus had commanded them to be.  
 
What happens when we are obedient to Jesus’ commands, 
but life’s storms come directly at us anyway? Where is 
Jesus during our turmoil? Why do storms happen to 
Christians while others appear to be leading a normal life? 
 
Point 1. Our response to storms is a call to action. The 
threat of a storm is a call to action. We never know when a 
storm will hit or how long it will last. Our duty is to be 
prepared in our faith so that we will outlast the storm. 
Storms are a challenge to our faith. Will we take our focus 
off God, panic, and try to solve things for ourselves? Or 
will we remain faithful knowing that God is with us in the 
midst of the storm? 
 
Point 2-Storms are the way to our ‘next’.  Storms do not 
come our way to destroy us; but to prepare us for whatever 
God has ready as our next assignment. Storms produce a 
great work in us; helping to make us stronger and better. 
They help us to further realize the awesomeness and power 
of God as He calms the storm and its aftermath.  We don’t 
know what the storm will produce, but we know it will 
make us grow.  
 
Point 3-Stay focused on the One who controls the storm. 
We cannot hide from the storms of life. We must go 
through them, and they often have redeeming properties 
that we are unable to realize until long after the storm has 
ended. Parts of our storm journey require us to go through 
it only with God. Friends and family can be helpful, but 
they can also be distracting. There are times when the fewer 
participants we allow to accompany us on our storm 
journey will help us to keep our focus on God and listen 
only to His voice.  
 
The impact of storms is obedience to God’s commands, 
growth through the midst of them, and our continuous 
preparation for whatever the ‘next’ is in the life that God 
wants us to live.  
 

“This Doesn’t Make Any Sense” 
August                Minister Janiece R. Williams 
     8                           Mark 4:37-40 

Submitted by: Adrienne Fancher 
 
 

Situations in life arise that don’t make  sense.  Rap artist 
Tupac spoke of the rose growing in concrete to highlight 
the reality of beauty in hardship. We’ve heard stories 
from the ancestors of making a way through hardship. 
What happens when contradictions arise at the 
intersection of Faith and Reality? How do we respond 
even when we maintain our faith in the face of real life? 
Jesus’ followers were trying to move forward when a 
storm arose. Scripture teaches us how to depend on 
Jesus when our experience doesn’t make any sense.  
 
Point 1. Learn how to relay your frustration. 
Jesus told the disciples “Let US go to the other side.” He 
was WITH them, even though he was sleeping through 
the storm. The disciples expressed their frustration that 
Jesus appeared not to care that they were in danger. As 
experienced fishermen, the disciples would have 
expected a storm, so perhaps they were frustrated that 
Jesus was “sleeping on the job.” With the current state 
of our world, it can feel like Jesus is sleeping on the job. 
 
Point 2. Learn how to re-position your focus. 
At the front of the boat, the disciples only saw the storm. 
At the back of the boat – where Jesus was – they could 
see how God was in control. Watch God work even 
when 
Jesus does not “speak”.  Jesus did not respond to the 
disciples; he spoke to the storm.  Jesus was working on 
the disciples’ behalf. Learn to discern when God is 
working.  
 
Point 3. Learn how to remember your faith. 
Jesus asks, “Do you still have no faith after you’ve seen 
all that I have done?” Take inventory of your heart. It is 
easy to forget the things that initially built and sustained 
your faith. Remember the things that made you believe. 
When Jesus calmed the storm, no more rain fell into the 
boat. However, they were still standing in the water 
already in the boat – that is, the aftermath of the storm. 
Although Jesus will stop the damage of our situation, we 
may still have residual aftermath to stand in. Jesus will 
stand in it with us. 
 
When things don’t make any sense, God will stand with 
you! 
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First Baptist Church, Capitol Hill is Building, Restoring, and Revitalizing lives through 
Jesus Christ. 

 

Our Mission 
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Love God, Make Disciples, Serve Community 
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Looking for a Church Home? 
If you are looking for a church home, we encourage you to come and visit us!  There are several ways to become 
a member of FBCCH. 
Baptism - when a person is willing to initially express a belief in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior and is willing 
to live one’s life according to His will.  Baptism is the symbolic initiation into the Christian faith. 
Christian Experience - when a person who has previously been a member of another church chooses to unite with 
FBCCH, believing this to be the place for one’s spiritual nurturing. These people have already been baptized and 
have committed a faith relationship with Jesus Christ.  
Watchcare - when a person wishes to have his or her membership with FBCCH while he or she is temporarily 
living in the city. 
Associate - when a person who has a membership in another church wishes to have a membership in FBCCH. 
Restoration - when a former member chooses to rejoin FBCCH. 
 

Scheduling Access to Church Buildings 
To all groups needing entry and use of the church, sanctuary, and Ennix-Jones Center during the week, please 
call the church office at 615-255-8757 in advance of your event.  This is to ensure personnel are available to 
allow entry and to have a record for security purposes. Your cooperation is highly appreciated. 
 
Please send all electronic correspondence to: fbcch13@gmail.com.  


